
Ecosystems

Home learning booklet

Year 7

Name………………….....

Group………………………

Welcome to your ecosystems home learning booklet!

Complete Tasks 1-4 on Week 1 (1st June)  Send to your 
teacher by June 5th

Complete Tasks 5-8 on Week 2 (8th June) Send to your 
teacher by June 12th





Complete the spider diagram with key words linked to 
ECOSYSTEMS from the video you just watched. Add lots 
more arrows!!

Draw a simple ecosystem food chain using the following 
factors and label the producer, primary consumer, secondary 
consumer and top predator. 

Lion, antelope, tree, bird, light.



Biomes

Rainforest 

Desert

Polar

Temperate 

Choose a biome from the list below.

1.Draw a picture of a view that you might see in this biome. 

2. Write a postcard to your friend about your experience. 

You could describe what animals and plants you might 

see. 



Using your biome map (page 1) and your planner find 

countries or cities which belong in the corresponding 

ecosystems: 

1. Coastal and tropical…

2. Polar and inland

3. High latitudes and polar

4. Southern hemisphere and dry

5. Northern hemisphere and temperate

6. On the Equator and desert like

7. In Asia and mountainous

8. In Africa and Mediterranean

9. North America, coastal and temperate

10. Europe, inland, temperate 



What are the living and non-living factors in 
an ecosystem?
Think of the ecosystems in the video you 
have just watched choose one and complete 
the table below. 

Living (Biotic) Factors Non-Living (Abiotic) Factors

Why are non living factors just as important as living factors in 
an ecosystem? (Why do ecosystems need soil, water, light, 
minerals to continue working?)



What is the 
warmest month? 
____/_____°C
What is the 
wettest month? 
_____/____mm

Answer the questions and dress 
the person in the right clothes. 
Include labels. 

What is the 
warmest month? 
____/_____°C
What is the 
wettest month? 
_____/____mm

What is the general trend/pattern in Yakutsk?

What is the general trend/pattern in 
Iquitos?

REMEMBER!!! 
Red Lines = Temperature 
Blue boxes = Rainfall 



Day to day differences
Draw and describe two activities which you and 
someone from the rainforest does but which are 
different. EG what do you do for fun, for food, school?



Why are the rainforests being 
destroyed? 

Think of two questions to ask someone who is chopping 
down and destroying the rainforest. Write their answer 
too. 



Glossary

Fill in the definitions to the words below. Add your 

own words and definitions to the glossary too.

Ecosystem

Biome

Interdependence

Biotic (living)

Abiotic (non-living)


